
 
 

CCC v The Tuaregs – Sunday 8th July 2018 
 
In years to come sporting historians may well remember the summer of 2018 as being the summer 
of Chilmark; unless anyone can think of another sports teams doing anything significant at the 
moment. It continued at Cleeves Farm on Sunday, as Chilmark registered their first ever win over 
The Tuaregs – a nomadic cricketing team established 25 years ago and mostly made up of Pete 
Corbin’s University chums. 
 
Having lost to them for three years running, Pete pulled out all the stops to get the best possible line 
up in Chilmark colours. This meant dragging Ollie Clayton off the rehab bench, drafting in new player 
Nick Collins and making sure Jack Stearman was under no illusions as to where his priorities should 
lie. To make it appear not too much manipulation had occurred, Ben Fowles was also selected, 
indeed made captain. 
 
Fowles won the toss and opted to bat on one of the best prepared tracks seen in many a year at 
Chilmark’s home of cricket. Brand King faced the first ball and, along with Jack Stearman, got the 
innings underway in brisk fashion. The pair put on 46 for the first wicket before King’s (13) brief 
renaissance of form deserted him and he was bowled by a ball that did a lot more in his head than it 
did off the pitch. 
 
This only made way for Archie Small to come in and plunder some quick runs. Small’s batting 
prowess has been improving with every game, so much so that he’s shelved most of his closed eyes 
swing and hope shots and started playing stuff out of the textbook. Still, his most effective one was 
an all mighty hoik over mid-wicket for six. It took him to 20 off half as many balls and for a moment 
Small seemed to be considering a career in the game. Then he popped a catch back to the bowler 
and it was all over. 
 
Ollie Clayton ventured to the middle at four for his first bat of the season. Clayton has spent the first 
half of the season recovering from an injury incurred in mysterious circumstances (see also Carl 
Jacobs’s ‘garage’ injury of three weeks ago). Whatever the cause, the layoff left Clayton’s batting a 
tad rusty, as he struggled to find his grove and play his hallmark glides behind point. He still found a 
way though and together with Stearman took Chilmark’s score beyond 100 in the 14th over. 
 
Things were going well. Drinks were taken early and then the runs continued to come. On the side-
lines there was a good crowd building up, with kids everywhere, wine flowing and tans being worked 
on. There was no better place to be on a sunny Sunday afternoon. 
 



Stearman looked destined to get his name on the honours board for a third time this season, only to 
edge behind on 67. This made way for Max Allen, who before going out to bat had promised a 
blitzkrieg of sixes. It rarely pays to goad the cricketing Gods, but neophytes like Allen are atheists in 
this sense and so he was encouraged to deliver on his word. He blocked his first three deliveries back 
down the pitch. 
 
By now The Tuaregs had brought on their best bowler - a 7’ string bean giant who had broken his 
arm (non-bowling left elbow) a couple of months ago and was only just on the comeback trail. 
Bowling to Clayton, himself on the road to recovery, was like watching ping pong in a hospital ward. 
The scoring rate slowed and a second drinks break was taken. Chilmark were 184-3 after 25 overs. 
 
It was during this break in play that captain Fowles decided to offer his wisdom to the batsmen. 
Score quicker, he told them, though made it sound more complicated than that. 
 
It did the trick though, as Clayton started bashing the ball out of the park, while on the side-lines 
Fowles claimed a percentage of every six scored. Even Allen got in on the act. While not quite the 
blitzkrieg promised, his smattering of sixes and fours brought him a half century and helped 
Chilmark’s score well beyond 200. 
 
When Clayton fell, caught at deep mid-on for 72, the home side were 242 in the 30th. Richard Mann 
helped himself to a handful of runs before being caught, which paved the way for debutant Nick 
Collins to show his stuff. Part of his stuff was a cut shot that scorched a trail across the dry Cleeves 
Farm outfield. Spectators had barely a moment to get out of the way, which was more than the 
three dogs lounging in the shade directly in its path had. Luckily though the cricketing Gods were not 
in a spiteful mood and the ball caught a bump in the turf and sailed a few inches over their heads. 
Seeing this, Allen paid his respects by lifting a ball down the ground for six. 
 
Chilmark finished on an extremely healthy score of 289-5 from their 35 overs and then everyone 
retired for tea. 
 
It was another Chilmark special. Sandwiches from the Pelhams and Melissa Corbin, along with new 
recruits Jo Fenner and Rob Evans from Forge Cottage, who found two ways to make cheese 
sandwiches irresistible. Claire Allen baked some mini pizzas, upon which son Max feasted heartily. 
The cake department was covered by Sally Butcher, Katie Lee (gradually becoming a more valued 
contributor to the team than her dad), Bev Small and Claire Allen. There were some tight waist 
bands in the field as the second half got underway. 
 
Chilmark’s defence began in the hands of the man for whom the day was most personal - Pete 
Corbin. After three years of constant ribbing from his Tuareg mates following each loss, Corbin was 
determined to finally return fire. Consequently there was a little extra zip in his bowling. 
 
Which is more than can be said for Darren Lee, who shared the new ball from the non-Pettigrew 
end. Lee recently hauled himself to the top of the all-time wicket taker’s list for Chilmark, but since 



reaching this summit has found bowling opportunities hard to come by. Much of this is down to his 
action, which as the years have progressed has become ever more side arm, to the extent that when 
he reaches the bowling crease the umpire is usually more at risk of getting hit with the ball than the 
batsmen. The early exchanges were benign though, as the Tuareg batsmen assessed the contrasting 
threats before them. 
 
Then, in his second over, Corbin struck, knocking back the stumps and suppressing his instinct to 
celebrate in his traditional fashion, less it be mocked in these very pages. Instead he channelled that 
energy into his bowling, claiming a second wicket in the next over, the stumps, at this stage, seeing 
more of the ball than the bat. 
 
Things were looking rosy for Chilmark and there were over-confident discussions within the team 
huddle of what to do following the inevitable early finish (celebrating with tropical fruit cordial and 
cheese sandwiches was the favourite). Unsurprisingly, perhaps, these plans had to be shelved, as the 
Tuaregs sent out a batsman who, over the course of the next couple of hours, became known as 
Mark ‘The Beast’ Warburg.  
 
At this point it should be noted that since early childhood The Beast had been unable to see out of 
his left eye, he is blind in it due to an accident (for the record his match nickname stemmed purely 
from his fearsome batting). Undeterred by this mishap he has forged a reputation as an outstanding 
wicket keeper and batsman, but Chilmark either didn’t register it or realise the danger they were 
about to face. 
 
Lee was first to suffer The Beast’s voracious appetite. His fourth over went for 30 runs, the ball 
disappearing regularly into the Pelham’s vegetable patch. So often this season the answer to most 
cricketing conundrums has been Jack Stearman. However, The Beast had no concern for local 
reputations and plundered 18 runs off his third over. With Corbin’s aging body beginning to seize up, 
Max Allen was tossed the ball. And he nearly had immediate success, removing the middle stump of 
Tuareg’s number four bat. 
 
Drinks were taken at 15 overs with the visitors only marginally behind the required run rate at 112-3. 
Replenished, and stubbing out his interval cigarette The Beast found a new gear and took apart the 
bowling of Ollie Clayton, who went for 32 runs in three wicketless overs. 
 
In the field the dry grass was turning brown and moods sour. It would be soul destroying for 
Chilmark to lose after posting such a healthy total, but there seemed no way through. The situation 
seemed to call for the skipper to bring himself on to see if a marked reduction in pace and complete 
absence of spin might do the trick. Instead Fowles opted to throw Richard Mann into the fire. 
 
Fowles may only be Frog Lane’s sixth best cricketer, but he is its (self-proclaimed) finest captain. 
Mann struck with his second delivery, the edge taken by ‘keeper Jason Stearman being so faint that 
the only person who was sure it was out was the batsman, who very graciously walked. It was then 
204-5 when Mann struck again, a sharp catch taken by Brand King at short mid-wicket. 



 
For all these wickets giving Chilmark a boost, while The Beast remained The Tuaregs were favourites. 
He brought up his century with another six over mid-wicket and began charging towards the first 
ever 150 scored at Cleeves Farm. There were signs of weakness though. King nearly had him twice 
when his slower ball evaded the lustily swung bat, only to also avoid the stumps. Then he very much 
should have had his wicket when a tired looking swipe to cow corner dropped straight down the 
throat of Max Allen on the boundary, only for the youngster to spill the chance. It might have been 
devastating, were it not for what happened next. 
 
In the following over Mann teased a similar shot from The Beast, this time the ball looking like it 
would drop short of Allen at long on. However, showing a degree of athleticism unlikely in almost 
every other player on the field, Allen rushed forward, dived and got his fingertips under the ball, 
taking it just millimetres above the scorched dry grass. The Beast was finally defeated for an 
incredibly entertaining 141. 
 
Buoyed by the wicket, Chilmark went for the kill. King struck when Archie Small took a catch at extra 
cover; then Nick Collins had his first ever wicket for the club, with Small again finishing the play. 
 
With The Tuaregs requiring 60 from the last five overs and a young batsman little taller than the 
stumps at the crease, you might have thought Fowles would have eased off a little. Instead he 
brought Chilmark’s fastest bowler - Pete Corbin - back on. Of bigger heart than his captain, Corbin 
bowled off just a couple of steps to give the youngster a chance. Then he was driven through the 
covers in textbook fashion. His compassion thus exhausted Corbin rolled the arm over a little 
quicker, elicited a miscue, and saw the catch taken by King at mid-wicket. 
 
The game’s denouement saw Fowles finally bring himself on with the total mathematically out of 
The Tuareg’s reach. 
 
It was a wonderful day’s cricket, well supported by travelling Tuareg fans and local Chilmark villagers 
alike. And no dogs died. 
 
Chilmark CC 289-5 (O Clayton 72; Jack Stearman 67) defeated Tuareg CC 260-9 (R Mann 3-20; P 
Corbin 3-22). 


